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Observations

Analysis

Data-Interpolating
Variational Analysis

DIVA: Data Interpolating Variational
Analysis
Objective: derive a gridded climatology
from in situ observations
The variational inverse methods aim to
derive a continuous field which is:

close to the observations (it should
not necessarily pass through all
observations because observations
have errors)
"smooth"
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Jupyter and JupyterHub
Overview of Jupyter
and JupyterHub
Jupyter is an
interactive
programming
environement

computing
documentation
visualization

JupyterHub is the
multi-user variant
for a remote server
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Bathymetry
Reading and
processing of
bathymetry from
different sources
(EMODnet
Bathymetry, GEBCO)
and preparation of
land-sea mask.
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Observations
Reading of different file
formats:netCDF files
and ODV spreadsheets
Download data from
external sources such as
the World Ocean
Database or from the
Copernicus Marine
Environment
Monitoring Service
(CMEMS) In-Situ TAC
Check for duplicates
(based on space-time
distance)
Use of the analysis to
perform additional
quality checks on the
observations.
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Optimization
Optimising the
analysis parameters
(correlation
lengths and noise-
to-signal ratio)
Derivation of a
relative
correlation length
based on the
topography
gradients.
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Error field and results
Error field
computation
The error field
determines how
reliable the gridded
field at a given
location is
Different algorithm
to compute the
error field are
available
Plot results and
data.
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Metadata
Query additional
metadate for a given
observation based
on EDMO code and
local CDI id from
jupyter notebook
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REST API
DIVAnd REST API is also intendent to be a multi-user API
Main functionalities

Extraction of a bathymetry (GEBCO or possibly EMODnet
Bathymetry);
Generation of a DIVA analysis using data from the user and/or
extracted from ODV;
Generation of a XML description for the Sextant catalogue (in
process).

The essential GET and POST calls will be implement in a layer around
DIVAnd.
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Conclusions and outlook
DIVAnd can be used in a jupterhub-based work-flow
Container images will all necessary software have been build
Support of the NetCDF ODV format for more efficient data exchange
REST API of DIVAnd is currently build
Ontop of the REST API we are building a web user interface
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